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article

SOCIAL SERVICES AND
DEPENDENCY : THE CRITICAL
DILEMMA FOR SOCIAL WORK

DAVID M. AUSTIN
Florence Heller Graduate School
Brandeis University

An assessment of the role of social
services in the United States has always
been difficult because of their association
with what Hagith Shlonsky calls the
"minimum" and the "optimum" pin-
ciples of social welfare.r Optimum social
welfare includes what AWed Kahn calls
"sociol utilities", thnt is, universal services
provided through social instittttions to
fulfill individual needs which cannot be
adequately met through the marketplace.
Social services as part of optimum social
welfare arc benefits utilized on the initia-
tive of the consumer and they are judged
for adequacy on the basis of quality as

well as coverage.
Minimum social welfare rs "necessary

evil" welfare provided to the consumer
on the initiative of and in a form deter-
mined by third parties to achieve A public
purpose. The coverage and quality of
such programs are held to the minimum
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level perceived by third parties as neces-
sary to avoid dangers for the general
society while requiring the lowest possi-
ble expenditure of public funds. Much of
the institutional care in mental health,
mental retardation and corrections in the
United States, together with public
health, disease and environment control,
and public housing, are forms of mini-
mum social welfare designed to protect
the public while not disrupting private
market systems.

Although this country has made ef-
forts to define social services as universal
benefits under the principle of optimum
social welfare, public assistance for able-
bodied adults and their families is
actually a form of minimum social wel-
fare, still largely governed by the prin'
ciple of "less etigibility".' The adminis-
tration of such programs involves: l) de-
termination of eligibility for a "selective"
rather than "universal" servic e; 2) investi-
gation and con trols to determine that
only the "minirnum" level of service is
provided to particular persons; and 3)
programs to "treat" or "rehabilitate"
individuals so that they will no longer
require such "necessary evil" seryices.

These requirements are holdctvers from
the last century when social sentices were
linked to "charity administration". The
operating ideas behind this linkage were

set forth by Josephine Shaw Lowell, a

national leader in social welfare during
the last half of the l9th century. She
made the distinction between the so-
called "workers" and "idlers" and put
forth the proposition that in order to
encourage the ethic of hard work, cash
assistance should be kept at the lowest
possible level for men with families and
women, including widows, with depen-
dent children. Mrs. Lowell felt that peo-
ple who were not working for their
income would easily become lazy and
unproductivei her solution for those on
charity who might become subject to
these "evils" was the assignment of a

"watchful friend" who would provide
moral oversight.

The development of special training
for these friendly visitors who were em-
ployed by private charity agencies be-
came institutionalized by the 1920's in
the schools of social work. The Depres-
sion tempor arily disrupted the develop-
ment of social services as an adjunct to
the administration of private charity.
However, after the limited use of work
relief in the mid- I 930's to relieve the
threat of social disorders posed by mil-
lions of unemployed men and women,
the same basic system of charity adminis-
tration was re-established under public
auspices.
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The first step was the establishment of
minimum-level poor relief programs
under the Social Security legislation for
dependent persons assumed to be margi-
nal to the labor market - the elderly, the
blind, widows, and, in the late 1950's, the
totally disabled. The able-bodied, long-
term unemployed were left to the even
more minimum provisions of local "gen-
eral assistance".

The next step was the introduction
into public assistance administration of
those forms of social case work which
had been developed in private charity
organizations. This began with an empha-
sis on the use of social case work for
initial diagnosis of psycho-social factors
in dependent families, but, by the end of
the 1950's, there was a growing emphasis
on case work "treatment" of "multi-
problem families" in public assistance
agencies. This development came largely
as a result of the work of Bradley Buell
and Community Research Associates in
their study of multi-problem families in
St. Paul, Minnesota,3

The implementation of proposals call-
ing for public welfare administrative staff
to have professional social work educa-
tion and reduced service caseloads de-
pended largely on the provision of addi-
tional federal funds for administrative
costs. Since there was no federal category
for families headed by able-bodied, unem-
ployed men, the developrnent of ex-
panded social services at the local level
came primarily within the AFDC (Aid to
Families with Dependent Children) pro-
gram.

By this time also, the families sup
ported through AFDC were increasingly
headed by divorced, separated and de-
serted wives or unmarried mothers. In a
number of states these families were
considered to be "unsuitable homes"
requiring special social service treatment
if they were even accepted for AFDC. In
other states many of these families were
classified as "multi-problem families"
who should receive intensive treatment to
prevent further costs for society.

The principle that social services were
part of the administrative procedures in
the AFDC program was established in the
1956 Social Security amendments. Corn-
prehensive funding for "social services"
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on a 7 SVo federal l25o/o state basis was
provided under the 1962 amendments.
Their passage was largely achieved through
the promise that the "rehabilitation" of
the AFDC cases through the use of social
case work would control or reduce the
rapidly growing AFDC caseload.

When it became apparent by 1967 that
this was not happening, and AFDC case-
loads continued to climb, the linkage
between social services and the reduction
of caseloads through employment was
made explicit by the addition of provi-
sions for the WIN (Woik Incentive) pro-
gram and for day care services. Thus
national policy provided that the primary
objective of public welfare administra-
tion, including the provision of social
services, was the restoration of dependent
families with employable adults to eco-
nomic self-support, and that mothers in
one-parent households were, by defini-
tion, employable adults.

It is now a decade since the 1962
amendments and five years since the
1967 amendments. The Family Assis"
tance Plan (FAP) and Opportunities for
Families Plan (OFP) proposals under
H.R. I reflect, in part, a conviction on
the part of federal officials that the states
have failed to implement the Congres,
sional intent in their amendments. Direct
federal administration is called for, with
Labor Department employment and man-
power specialists, rather than social
workers, to be responsible for administer-
ing the program dealing with the "em-
ployable" heads of households, both men
and women.

The criticism of public welfure social
sentices by federal officials las been
suppnrted by criticism from other
sources. The criticisms are of two types:
firct, that social services, when port of the
administation of minimal public assis-
tance prograffis, are a form of harassment
of recipients rather than o beneftt; and
second, that social sentices are ineffective
in achieving the obiective of restoring
families to economic self-support.

Social Services as Harassment

Winifred Bell in Aid to Dependent
Children documen ts how social work
leaders supported the use of the concept
of "suitable home" to exclude "un-

worthy" families from the provisions of
state Mothers Pension programs as early
as the 1920's. She also describes how a
number of states used the same principle,
particularly during the 1950's, to dis.
courage applications for AFDC or to
justify the removal of families from
AFDC when there was an out-of-wedlock
birth. The enforcement of the suitable
home principle has depended upon judge-
ments made by social workers using
information obtained in intake interviews
or from home visits carried out as part of
a social services program. In commenting
on social seryices in AFDC programs Bell
states, "there are data that strongly su?
port the inferences that social sentices ore
grossly insufficient, their content uncer-
tain, and their quality inconsistent and
certainly unprofessionol. "a

Frances Piven and Richard Cloward
take the position in Regulating the Poor
that administrative procedures are part of
the process of maintoining the "mini-
mum" in public assistance.

"Relief practice is always more
restrictive than legal exclusions in
ensuring that those who are or
might be workers do not get aid."
"Harsh relief practices serve to en-
force work in another way as well.
Some few of the very yourg, the
old, or the disabled are allowed on
the rolls . . . But once there they
arc systematically punished and de-
graded, made into object lessons for
other poor people to observe and
shun . . . None of this happens be-
cause relief administrators are an
especially hard-bitten lot... The
exigencies of their political environ-
ment force relief officials to design
procedures that serve the economic
ends of groups outside the relief
system."s
The authors conclude that profes-

sionalizotion in public assistance has only
resulted in the substitution of psychologi-
cal deftnitions of defects for moral defini-
tictns as iustifications for restrictive rules
and procedures.

Social Services as Ineffective

A more widespread crittcism of social
sentices has been that they have been
ineffective in reducing dependency.
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Martin Rein, in a summary of criticisms
against social services of all types, identi-
fied three factors: o'social services lacked
relevance to the poor, were of low quality
in their performance, and failed to reach
those in greatest need.n'5

Gilbert Steiner points out that the
1962 "service" amendments did not re-
sult in any significant expansion of "pro-
fessional" social services in public wel-
fare programs.

The situation . . . was that five
years of prescribed and specified
services could not be shown even to
have started to prevent or to reduce
dependency. In some ways the ser-
vices emphasis did not have a real
test, but the disturbing factor is
that it was always obvious that
personnel to do the job were not
available.l
Martha Derthick in her study of public

assistance in Massachusetts makes the
problem of professionalism more explicit.
In 1960 only 2.6 per cent of the public
assistance caseworkers in a state with four
schools of social work had two years of
graduate study in social work, and over
half did not even have a bachelor's
degree. Not until 1965 was the bachelor's
degree made a minimum job require-
ment.8

It was clear that the 1962 amendments
to provide social case work services to
AFDC recipients had not reduced the
total AFDC caseload. It stood at 3.5
million recipients in early 1962 and had
increased to 5 million by June, 1967.
Moreover, as the 60's went on there
began to be increasing question about
whether social cose work, even when
provided under controlled conditions,
had any appreciable effect on the prob-
lem of dependency in individual hous*
holds. A number of federally funded
demonstration projects involving social
services in public welfare agencies were
considered in 1962 to have promise in
finding solutions, but by 1967 their
effect was questionable.

In Janu dty , 1971, the School of Social
Service at Fordham University held a
Symposium on "The Effectiveness of
Social Work Intervention: Implications
for Curriculum Change."e The sym-
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posium examined thirteen research
studies dealing with the use of social
services, primarily social case work, to
meet the needs of low-income families.
Five of the studies involved public wel-
fare agencies.

The focus of the papers was on the
implications of the studies for curriculum
content in schools of social work dealing
both with social work methods and with
research, rather than on the administra-
tive and social policy implications. How-
ever, Carol Meyer, Professor of Social
Work at Columbia University, in intro-
ducing her paper on the implications of
the studies for teaching casework said,

While all of the findings were not
negative, one would be hard put to
say that they were overwhelmingly
positive insofar as the effectiveness
of case work practice was con-
cerned... the studies... raised
sufficient questions about the pur-
poses and qualities of social case
work to be, at the least, unsettling
to one who has been a caseworker
for over two decades of her life.l o

In one of the studies, "Chemung
County Evaluation of Casework Service
to Dependent Multiproblem Families",
no significant difference in outcomes was
found between a group of public assis-
tance families receiving "intensive", "pro-
fessional" case work services for two
years and a control group which received
only regular agency services.l I One criti-
cism of this study, and of several others
considered at Fordham, is that the con-
tent of the case work practice studied
does not conform to professional defini.
tions.

However the study of public welfare
case work practice reported by Handler
and Hollingsworth in The "Desenting
Poor" suggests that this may be a perva-
sive problem. The 1967 study covered
766 families on AFDC is six counties in
Wisconsin and the social workers provid-
ing case work services to them. The
report summarizes the data from the
AFDC families about the activities of the
social worker as follows:

. . . social service is little more than
a relatively infrequent, pleasant
chat. It is somewhat supportive. It

is rarely threatening but also not
too meaningful in the sense of
either helping poor people get
things they need or in changing
their lives. And it seems to bear
little resemblance to the legislative
goals of the Social Security Act
amendments , . .t2
Fewer than one-third of the recipients

reported ever having a discussion with a

caseworker about employment. ln 8Wo of
the situations when there was such a

discussion, the recipients reported that
nothing happened.

These reports on the experience with
social services during the 1960's suggest:
I ) that obiectives of professionalizing the
administotion of AFDC on a broad scale
were not achieved; 2 ) that even in states
with an explicit services policy and with a
history of good administration, such as
Wisconsin, case work sentices had little
impact on the problems of dependency in
individual families; and 3 ) that even
under test conditions social case work
sentices do not have a signiftcant impact
on dependency. The evidence to date also
indicates that the addition of training
programs under WIN and provision for
day carc services has not appreciably
increased the impact of social services on
dependency.

"Seporation" of social services from
public assistance administration fs now
supported from many sides. Some critics
expect that other types of specialists can
make tougher decisions on eligibility and
achieve a higher score on employment
than social workers. Some social workers
hope that a comprehensive program of
public social services can be developed on
the optimum principle of social welfare
freed from the burden of enforcing rules
and regulations for assistance payments.
But the central issue of what becomes of
the case work function under separation
has not yet been adequately addressed. r 3

The positton of the clwrity worker or
public assistance case worker has existed,
ond lws been funded, primarily in terms
of its role in the administration of mini-
mum public assistance. Separated from
public assistance, casework counseling in
the public welfare agency becomes a

family counseling service similar to that
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available from a Family Service Agency.
I ts usefulness as part of a program of
public social service will have to be
judged in direct comparison with day
care, home health services for the dis-
abled, foster care for children, and tech-
nical job-training courses. The alternative
is to define and train the public assistance
social worker as a public administrator
rather than a therapeutic counselor.

There are those who believe the chari-
table "watchf,ul friend" is still required.
The recently passed Talmadge amend-
ments to the Social Security Act call for
creation of a special WIN staff unit within
public welfare agencies to provide "sup
portive services" for "employable" adults
on AFDC, to back up the jobtraining,
day-care and public service employment
provisions. To the supporters of this
amendment these "supportive services",
which consist largely of social case work
counseling, are important enough to jus
tify 90% federal funding, with the provi-
sion that at least 15% of the households
on AFDC in any one state must have an
adult member prepared through this WIN
unit for training or job placement in the
course of each year.

The l,abor Market and the Role of
Services

It may be, however, that the entire
debate about the effectiveness of social
services in reducing dependency is based
on mistaken assumptions. The proposal
for "supportive services" in WIN like Mrs.
Lowell's proposal for a "watchful friend"
assumes a dichotomy between "workers"
and "idlers." The "workers" are those
who find employment on their own, who
actively seek employment during periods
of unemployment, and who require little
public support. The "idlers" are those
who are not working and who have to be
"supported" or threatened before they
will go to work. Martin Rein suggests that
this is not consistent with the current
pattern of public assistance under
AFDC. T 4 He points out that the gap
between the rising costs of family mainte-
nance and the low level of earnings in
much unskilled and/or intermittenr em-
ployment makes it likely that the prevail-
ing pattern for many households may
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well be that of "wnges supplementing
welfare". Public assistance in this case
provides a long term income base for the
family with the actual level of available
family income fluctuating as family mem-
bers move in and out of low-wage or
seasonal employment primarily on their
own initiative" I 5

The findings in the Handler and
Hollingsworth study are consistent with
this position. Ninety percent of all of the
recipients had held some type of job
before coming on assistance. Forty-seven
per cent had worked at some time while
receiving assistance, although this was
prior to the implementation of the o'in-

come disregard" provisions of the 1967
amendments. The responses from 165
recipients who were interviewed after
they had left AFDC indicated that the
agency had played an insignificant part in
their leaving. Only | 5% of those who left
because of employment reported that the
agency helped them in flnding a job.

In The State and the Poor, Michael
Piore describes how it may be that the
structure ctf the labor market, rather than
the lack of skill 0n the part of the
caseworker l's the major determinant of
this pattern of combined employment
and dependency.Piore describes the labor
market as having both a primary and a
secondary sector.

The secondary sector has jobs that
are decidedly less attractive. They
tend to involve low wages, poor
working conditions, considerable
variability in employment, harsh
and often arbi trary discipline and
little opportunity to advance. The
poor are confined tcl the secondary
labor market. Eliminating poverty
requires that they gain access to the
primary marke t. I 6

Handler and Hollingsworth report that
among the recipients who left AFDC
because they became ernployed,gS% had
semi-skilled or unskilled jobs in factories
or on farms or service and clerical jobs.
Most of these women were single and the
source of economic support for their
family. The median weekly take-home
pay was $6c), a figure above the AFDC
grant but below wha t the study calcu-
lated as a break-even level of $77. The

study concludes, "[t seetns unlikely that
these single women will be able to stay
off wel fare.t;r'7

Neither the social worker nor the
public welfore agency has any control
over the barriers that block the entrance
of workers into the primary labor market.
AFDC rolls are primarily rnade up of the
two groups who are most directly af-
fected by these barriers women and
ethnic minority workers. It seems clear
that no program of social services will
reduce the general level of need for public
assistance even if it is possible to point to
individual "success" cases.

in
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It olso seems clear that until social
work goes beyond operational plans for
"separntion" to reexamine the basic
premises underlying its association with
minimum social welfare prograftts, this
profession will continually be caught be-
tween charges of harassing the poor
through its involvement with the enforce-
ment of statutory limitations and charges
of failure in its efforts to rehabilitate on a
case basts the victims of structural in-
equality.
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WORK INCENTIVES
AND WELFARE REFORM

MARTIN REIN
Department of Urban Studies
and Planning
Masvchuse t t s Institute of Technolog

The weaknesses of the welfare system
are now widely recogn ized, and the need
for a fundamental reform has been ac-
cepted equally by friends and antagonists
of the welfare state. Nonetheless, agree-
ment on a politically acceptable alterna-
tive has proved elusive . The lock of
consennts reflects the dfficulty of
marshaling pressure for ony new system,
even though the present network of help
is known to be bankntpt.

The basis for so sweeping an indict-
ment of the welfare system arises in part
from the inequities of the benefit levels,
the rules of eligibil ity , the adequacy of
the grant, and the total income that those
on welfare command. But the more im-
mediate cause for concern is the per-
sistent growth of the AFDC program
which has expanded by 4.4 million peo-
ple between 1960 and 1969; in the first
eighteen months since that period, 2.7
million persons became dependent upon
the program. The cost of welfare more
than tripled during the 1960's, and in
l97O the price tag increased by an addi-
tional 4l percent. The cost of the pro-
groffi, and the fiscal crisis that it fs
presumed to have created in cities and
states, is no doubt the most urgent aspect
of what has come to be known as the
"welfore cisis".
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Commenting on these trends in 197 |,
the House Ways and lMeans Cornmittee
concluded that "attempts to patch up the
present system or to close its loclpholes
simply will not work and would lead to
nothing but disillusionment and recrimi-
nation."l Nearly two years earlier, Presi-
dent Nixon proposed sweeping reform
because "the present well'are system has
to be judged a colossal failure . . . It is
failing to meet the elementary human,
social, and financial needs of the poor. I t
breaks up homes. It often penalizes work.
It robs recipients of dignity. And it
grows."2 But different administrations
and the efforts of two succeeding Con-
gresses have not been able to translate
this broad commitment into specific poli-
cies that help reduce the size and cost of
the welfare caseload. The priority placed
on welfare reform legislation by the 92nd
Congress is attested to by its assignment
of such legislation to the coveted designa-
tion H.R. l. The difficulty arises in parl
because there is an ambivalence about
objectives and in part because there are
contradictions in the retorm strategy
pursued.

The Work Ethic

The gaiding principle ol' welfare re-
form is the work ethic requiring employ-
able welfure recipients to secure income
through work rather than to rely upott
welfare alone. The welfare reformers as-
sume that jobs can be generated for all
those who are able to work and that
training can be provided for all those who
can be made employable. This assump-
tion requires that assistance be given to
individuals who work but earn less than
those on welfare and that regional differ-
ences in benefits be narrowed to reduce
inequities and unintended migration.
Public assistance is then expected to serve
as a final net for those who cannot work,
providing an "adequate" floor of income
to all the poor regardless of residence or
source of income. These principles of
work, training, adequate benefits, and
equitable treatment offer the mold out of
which specific legislative programs can be
forged.

The Social Securitl' Act of 1935 en-
abled mothers to remain outside the labor
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force if they chose benefi ts rather than
employment. This permitted dependent
mothers to raise their children in their
own homes. Spurred by the increasing
numbers of mothers who have entered
the work furce in the past three decades,
the thrust of the relorms in the past
decode has been to induce more welfare
nrcthers to seek work. Congress has ap
parently been willing to provide needy
families with the necessary assistance to
achieve this goal. T'he ntost recent expres
sion of this practice is found in the
statement of objectives of H.R. I to
provide

. . . menrbers of needy families with
children the manpower services,
training, empl<lyment, child care,
family planning, and related ser-
vices which are necessary to train
them, prepare them for employ-
ment, and otherwise assist them in
securing and retaining regular em-
ployment and having the oppor-
tunity for advancement in employ-
ment, to the end that such families
will be restored to self-supporting
independent and useful roles in
their ctlmrnun ities.3

These work-related objectives for the
AFDC progranr are no new departure.
They have been enlerging in Congress for
more than a decade. In 1956, three
broadly defined objectives of welfare
legislation were economic independence,
self-help, and the strengthening of family
lit'e. The federal administrators of the
program tended to stress the latter two
goals more than the first. But the pri-
orities soon shifted. The 196l amend-
ments to the Social Security Act qualified
unemployed paren t.s to receive federal
public assistance and made untenable the
clairn that welfare recipients were pre-
sumably unemployable. This legislation
stimulated the search for means to help
parents who were employable to get off
the relief rolls.

By 1967 , the House Ways and Means
Committee announced its intention of
setting "a new direction for AFDC legisla-
tion" by recommending "a series of
amendments to carry out its firm intent
of reducing the AFDC rolls by restoring
more fanrilies to crnployment and self-

relianc e."4 Four years later the House
reaffirmed its commitment to establish a
new course for welfare policy, although
the Senate seemed to balk at the added
welfare costs required by this approach.
The new policy of encouraging those in
receipt of cash benefits to secure work
calls for new principles to guide the
distribution of benefits.

Principles Underlying Work Incentive
Policies

Assuming that welfare recipients
should be induced to work, one approach
rs to provide them with economic incen-
tives to enter the labor force without
necessarily denying them public assls-
tance. Essentially the incentive approach
integrates the benefit structure with in'
come from employment, and it provides
that the reduction in benefits should be
/ess than any increase in employment
earnings until the family reaches a pre-
determined level of income. The income
of families with working adults would
exceed that of families whose incomes
depended solely on benefits, and for this
reason the incentive approach might also
be regarded as an income strategy . The
crucial flow of the existing welfare s/s-
tem rs that it reduces welfare benefits
dollar for dollar against increased earnings
after allowances have been made for
work-connected expenses and other poy-
ments below standard basic needs. Since
this system leaves the family at work no
better off economically, and frequently
even worse off, it creates a disincentive to
employment.

Proponents of the incentive approach
anticipate that the additional income
provided to public assistance recipients
will not only raise their incomes in the
short run but will encourage them toward
economic independence as their income
f rom work continues to rise. In brief , it is
hoped that the high earning retention
brought about through low marginal tax
rates will rescue the poor from the work
disincentives that are built into the
present welfare system. The task then is,

to design a system under which extra
earnings are not offset by sttbstantial
reductions in welfare payments and other
benefits.
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Income strategies designecl to serve os
incentives to work have been widely
refened to as negative income taxation.
They all share the following character'
istics: they maintain an income floor for
all persons whose resources fall below the
established level, and recipients keep
some proportion of ary additional dollars
earned. Also the value of the income
guarantee is reduced as earnings increase
up to a break-even point at which bene-
fits are no longer applicable.

The 1967 Amendments to the Social
Security Act embraced the negative in-
come tax principle, though on a modest
scale, as one means of "restoring more
families to employment and self-
reliance." The act required state and local
welfare departments to disregard for the
purpose of benefit eligibility the first $30
in monthly earnings and to deduct from a
welfare recipient's monthly check two-
thirds of all earnings above this amount.
These provisions are known as the "$30
and I 13 rule." In addition, actual work-
related expenses were also disregarded
from earnings.

The aim of the 1967 negative income
tax was to create a positive incentive for
benefit recipients to seek work; it was
much /ess concerned with providing in-
come ossuronce for all those who fell
below some minimally defined level of
acceptability. States continued to set
their own floor of protection. The legisla-
tion focused on earning retention, not on
a guaranteed level of incoffi€, although it
did require states to revise their standards
of need to take account of changes in the
cost of living.

Once the concept had been accepted
in principle, the debate turned to the
necessory level of an effective negotive
income tec. The income floor had to be
low enough, 8s a percentage of net
average earnings, and the tax rate had to
be sufficiently attractive so that in combi-
nation they would encourage work. No
one knew exactly what were the most
effective combinations of guarantee and
rnarginal tax rates to achieve this aim, but
this was regarded as a technical problem
to be solved by social experiments that
would test the work incentive or disincen-
tive effects of different combinations.

Economists differed on this important

s6

technical question. James Tobin of Yale
University, considered a "liberal" econo-
mist, advocated a low guarantee but a low
marginal tax rate, allowing welfare recip
ients to retain a higher proportion of
their earnings. He favored a guaranteed
annual income of only $400 per indivi-
dual, but he would have allowed the
family to retain two-thirds of its earnings.
Thus a family of four with an earned
income of $3,000 would have $ 1,000 of
this subtracted frottt its guaranteed in-
come ol'$1,60(!: ;l w(ttrld tlren receive a

$600 subsidy ;ttrrl it | ' 'tal inctlnte of
$3,600. The Prcside tl t"s Commission on
Income Maintenance favored a higher
income floor of $ 7 50 per adult and $450
per child, with a provision that payments
be reduced by 50 percent for each dollar
of income earned. But a high guarantee
with a low tax rate has dramatic effects
on the cost and size of the program.

The subtle relationship between nega-
tive and positive tax rates warrants elab
oration. When personal income and social
security taxes are imposed on families
receiving benefits below the break-even
point, they are unavoidably subjected to
high marginal tax rates. For a family of
four, positive ta-xes on income above
$4,330 are at least 14 percent, and social
security taxes take out another 5.2 per-
cent. Thus, in addition to a high tax on
benefits, welfare recipients would also be
subject to an additional 19.2 percent in
other federal taxes. Assuming a 50 per-
cent tax on income above disregarded
earnings in addition to normal tax rates,
the effective tax rate of those poor
aspiring to economic independence would
thus be raised to 69.2 percent, and they
would keep only 3l cents of each dollar
earned. If the principle of presenting
work incentives ls not to be com'
promised, then a reform of the positive
tax system must accompany the introduc'
tion of negative taxes.

The presen t welfare reform bill
(H.R. l) passed by the House in l97l and
under review in the Senate Finance Com-
mittee calls for a 67 percent tax rate.
Instead of keeping 33 cents for every
dollar earned above $720, only l4 cents
remains after social security and income
tax are taken into account.

If such excessive tax rates are to be

avoided, there must be an increase in
taxes on higher incomes to cover these
costs; but in addition, the entire tax
system must also become sharply more
progressive, since large numbers of wage
earners will also escape payment of taxes.
An adequate guaranteed level and effec-
tive incentives are not only costly but
require a public commitment to progres-
sive tacation and income redistribution
toward the lower half of the wage stntc'
ture.

In the recent debate in the Senate,
Senator Curtis (R-Neb.) pointed out that
if l) the guarantee level is put at $3,000
and then raised slowly to $4,00A, 2) a 60
percen t tax rate is applied, 3) recipients
are exempted from income and social
security taxes, and 4) changes in the basic
allowance are raised to take account of
inflation, then by 1977 one-third of the
population of the United States would be
on welfare. With Congress determined to
cut the size of the welfare rolls, it seems
doubtful that a reform bill would be
accepted which would instead increase
the number of recipients. Those who
believe in both reducing poverty and
promoting work incentives seem to
accept the goal of reform but repudiate
the implications of such a chonge.

Income supplements, efficiency, and
low expenditure outlays can be achieved
only at a low level of payments. The
problem is somewhat attenuated by a

decrease in the proportion of earned
income retained or the level of the
income disregards, since these changes
lower the break-even point and reduce
the number of eligible recipients. But
such an approach also diminishes the
work incentive features of the negative
income tax. There ls a persistent and
unresolvable conflict, inherent in the
structure of the scheme, between the
three principles of encouraging work in-
centives through lower tax rates, reducing
poverty by aswring adequate minimum
levels of subsistence, and maintaining
"reasonable" costs. Trade-offs irmong
these principles weaken one at the cost of
another, but cost consciousness under-
mines both strategies, and increased reli-
ance is placed upon administrative solu-
tions as the incentive strategy lapses into
a coercion.
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Uneasy about the trade-off between
tac rates and benefit levels, Congress in
I97I was placing even more reliance
upon administrative requirements for
individuals to register for work to accept
training and ernployment than had
seemed necessary in 1967, and doing so
without raising payments. The stronger
the work requirements, the more serious
become the charges of coercion and
disruption of the low-wage earner. In
response, it is claimed that some protec-
tions will be provided. For example,
individuals will not be required to accept
jobs vacated by labor disputes or paying
less than 7 5 percent of the federal
minimum wage, and they will not be
required to accept jobs when they can
take advantage of othe r avoilable training
or employment opportunities. Individuals
will also be able to refuse a job where no
adequate transportation is available or
where child care facilities are lacking. But
to make the work requirements effective,
penalties will be imposed. If an adult
refuses training or employment, $800
annually will be subtracted from the
benefit checks. The Secretary of Labor
also has the option of handing over the
responsibility for administering the re-
maining family payments to someone
outside the family who is interested in or
concerned with the welfare of the family.
A failure to accept training or employ-
ment might result, therefore, not only in
a loss of income but also in control over
the remaining family grant.

Benefits In-Kind

While the overall orientation and
rhetoric of welfare reform has been to
strengthen the commitment to work,
developments in other programs to alle-
viate poverty have conflicted with this
goal. The most serious conflict lws been
between the expansion of in-ktnd pro-
grams to meet the basic necessities of
food, shelter, and medical care and the
Iow incentives offered to induce welfare
recipients to work. By making relief more
attractive, in-kind benefits have under-
mined work efforts. Higher earnings not
only disqualified families from receiving
cash grants but also eroded their entitle-
ment to valuable in-kind benefits. When
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the Senate Finance Committee brought
to light the problems associated with
in-kind benefits, this seriously under-
mined the validity clf the assumption that
families would be better off working than
on welfare. The presumed cash incentives
offered by the Nixon Administration, and
seriously considered by Congress, have in
fact offered little pecuniary incentive to
encourage relief recipients to work.

The April 197 0 hearings focused on
the work disincentive effects presented
by the "notch" problem. The notch
problem arises when the total rnoney
income of the family is considered to
gether with the cash value of surplus
food, commodities, Medicaid, and hous-
ing. Under the proposed Family Assis"
tance Plan, entitlement to each of these
programs is terminated abruptly when
earnings reach some specified point.
These terminations produce notches that
act as explicit work disincentives, since an
increase in earnings produces a drop in
total cash and in-kind income in excess of
the increment in earnings. For example, a

slight rise in income may disqualify a

family from public housing - which

carries a higher subsidy than is offset by
the rise in earnings.

Although H.R. I proposed a 67 per-
cent tax rate on annual earnings above
$720, the real rate was far higher. Be-
cause positive social security and income
taxes rise alongside earnings, and in-kind
benefits fall, the total tax rate reached
100 percent on earnings of about $2,000
for families who were not in public
housing, and on earnings of even less for
those who were.

The high twc rate threatened the entire
rationale of we$are reform, namely, that
people should always be better off if they
worked than if they were on welfare. As a
result, the Senate Ftnance Committee in
l97I raised doubts about the Administra-
tion's commitment to an effective incen-
tive progrom.

The dtlemma faced in attempts to
reform welfare ls clear. If the in-kind
programs and mandatory state cash sup'
plements were removed and benefits
maintained at a low level, then incentives
to work would be tncreased -- but only at
the cost of the well-being of most recip-
ients. Adequate benefits to relieve pov-
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erty conflict with o coherent incentive
system to encoltrage work.

The erosion of work incentives
through the compounding of tax rates is
of serious concern to the advocates of an
adequate negative income tax. Their goal
can be achieved only at a high cost and
through a large program. This weakness in
the incentive strategy cannot be resolved.

AU the good will and exhortation of
welfare reformers have failed to offer a
viable solution to the welfare dilemma.
There ls no way to provide generous
public assistance that will raise all fantilies
above the poverty threshold as long as

our wage structure fails to provide those
who work with adequate earnings. [n-
deed, in 1970, there were more than I I
million persons earning less than $2.00 an
hour, an income that would have raised
them barely above the poverty threshold
(when supporting a family of four) if
they had been working full time all year
round.

Public policy, when confronted with a
dilemma for which there fs no inherent
solution, tends to pursue one aspect of it;
then when the limits of this approach
become evident, it ls repudiated and an
altemative approach embraced. Some al-
ready argue that welfare has over-
responded to political pressure for more
adequate benefits and has in some places
exceeded the limits of generosity; ad-
herents of this view urge retrenchment of
the welfare program by restricting the
number of persons who receive benefits
and by decreasing benefit levels, Medi-
caid, and food programs.

A public policy intent on transforming
the welfure system into a maior instru'
ment for reducing poverty and also for
self-liquidating welfare, by converting it
into a manpower program, is bound to
rely upon coercion and to produce frus'
trating results. There are no easy solu-
tions to the rising welfare costs, and
whatever reforms emerge, welfare will
continue to be a persistent issue during
the 1970s. A realistic and viable approach
is to recognize that there ls a growittg
interdependence between welfare and
work and that for ever-increasing num'
bers the two go together.

The challenge ls to win political sup-
port for an income support program that
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will encouroge depenclents to work even
if they do not necessarily achieve com'
plete self-support. Such support is un-
likely to be forthcoming, and it seems
best to work system atically for the
breakup of the welfare system by pur-
suing the various alternative strategies
that have been reviewed earlier. Welfare
should be again assigned to the residual
role which the framers of the Social
Security Act originally intended; and thus
the unresolved dilemmas would be con-
tained in a marginal and inconspicuous
program.
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The lives of over 14 million persons
are affected directly by public assistance
payments and by the restrictions, ser-
vices, and problems that accompany be-
ing on welfare. In Boston one person out
of five receives some sort of relief and in
New York and San Francisco the figure is
one in seven. New York and California
together account for 28% of the recip
ients in AFDC. The costs of all welfare
payments (including vendor payments for
medical services) are also imposing, a?
proaching the figure of $ 15 billion Much
of the financial burden is borne by state
and local governments, many of which
are approaching severe financial crises.

The economic outlook for the nation
appears dim at best and the continuing
recession is driving more clients onto
welfare while inflation is magnifying the
cost to the governmenl and diminishing
the value of payments to the recipient.
These costs are imposing increasing tax
burdens upon a public which feels that,
given the economic crunch, it cannot
afford to let the rolls expand at present
rates.

The demand by many is for change in
the welfare system which will cut or limit
costs and will restrict the system to
selected needy people. This has led to a

renewed search for approaches to the
problems of income maintenance and the
reduction of poverty through changes in
the welfare system. These efforts have
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focused attention on employment as a
strategy to level off the welfare caseload
and as a way to move recipients into
positions of self-support.

Cunent proposals and legislation for
welfare reform generally include various
requirements that clients register for em-
ployment and manpower services and
thot they take available iobs. These re'
quirements roise questions concerning
work for welfare clients: ( I ) how &tccess-

ful can wch policies be in moving clients
towud self-wpport and ( 2 ) are they used
to regulate the economic behavior of the
poor in their own interest or that of other
groups in the society?

The extent to which work require-
ments can be successful in moving recip
ients toward self-support will depend on
the conditions of the labor market in
which they rnust compete for jobs, the
success of the manpower training pro
grams in placing clients in well paying
jobs, and the effect of requirements in
dropping people who refuse service. Ex-
perience to date is not encouraging with
regard to any of these factors.

Labor Markets for Women on Welfare

Labor market studies reveal important
connections between the welfare caseload
and labor market conditions. The struc-
ture of labor markets and their differen-
tial effects on earnings and unemploy-
ment are a crucial factor in assessing both
the employment potential of women on
welfare and of the policies required to
create meaningful opportunities for work.

For example, unemployment rates
exert direct pressures on welfare through
Aid to Families with Dependent Children

Unemployed Parent (AFDC-UP), Gen-
eral Relief, and AFDC as mothers are laid
off, and indirect pressures through the
irnpact of unemployment on familY
stability and organization. On the one
hand, individuals and women with fam-
ilies who formerly were able to zupport
themselves are no longer able to find or
to hold jobs and must depend on some
form of welfare. At the same time, it is
difficult for welfare mothers to move out
of the welfare system when unemploy-
ment is high. If no iobs are availablb, then
employment prograffig no matter how
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well designed, will face high cosls and
probable failure in efforts to induce
movernent off welfare.

The structure of wage differentials in
the labor market creates an additional
pressure to use welfare. Such wage differ-
ences result in inadequate earnings for
millions of poor people. In addition, they
place limitations on the extent to which
employment can be used to reduce wel-
fare costs and caseloads because of the
restricted job opportunities and conse-
quent low wages. Recent studies suggest
that the iob opportunities available to the
poor tend to be concentrated in those
industries and occupations which pay low
wages, are often part'time, are inegular in
their duration, and have poor working
conditior?s. I These jobs are filled by
workers who make up a kind of Peri-
pheral labor force because only seasonal
or part-time work (if any) is available to
them.

The relevance of this discussion of
labor market operations to women wel-
fare recipients is clear. Women are likely
to be "peripheral workers," particulary
women with children who need to work
part-time or intermittently. The concen-
tration of welfare women in the Pe-
ripheral econoffiy, the only labor market
to which they have access because of
needs, skills, location and experience,
means that the wage rates available to
them arc likely to be low and the work
conditions and promotion prospects
poor.

The generally low occupational status
of AFDC mothers is confirmed bY all
studies. Of those reporting previous em-
ployment in 1967, 48 percent had been
service workers, almost 19 percent were
unskilled laborers.2 The earnings of em-
ployed AFDC mothers in l97l were
much lower than the median earnings of
employed women in the general popula-
tion. Over 60 percent of the AFDC
mothers employed were working full
time, but earnings were still not high
enough to make the family ineligible for
assistance. The median monthly earnings
of all AFDC employed mothers was
slightly over $200.00, although it was less
than $ 150.00 in four regions and ex-
ceeded $250.00 in only three of the nine
regions of the country.3

It is not possible to dssess the family
wpport potential of AFDC mothers with'
out considering the experience of women
in general in the labor m'uket. The
following points emerge from such an
examination: (l) the labor force partici-
pation of women is largely related to age,
marital status, presence and ages of chil-
dren and education; (2) less than 30
percent of mothers with children under 6
and only 25 percent of those with chil-
dren under 3 were in the labor force; (3)
labor force participation by women in-
creased with their educational levels; (4)
in 1967, women were generally concen-
trated in relatively low-paying occupa-
tions; (5) 82 percent of employed women
were in occupations producing median
earnings for women of $3,7OO per year or
less; (6) the median wage for all women
workers in 1967 was $2,295 with 7 5
percent earning less than $4,000 and 3l
percent earning less than $ 1,000; (7)
non-white women at all educational levels
arc more likely to have been employed
than white women, but their median
earnings of $1,635 in 1967 were less than
white women; (8) 44 percent of the
persons in poverty in l97O were in
iamilies headed by women.4

If we as&tme that no maior economic
intenrention will be forthcoming in the
near future to moke iobs readily naihble
and increase wages substantially in low
wage sectors, the abiliry of most AFDC
famtly heads to meet the minimum in'
come needs of their families and to earn
their wcy off ossistance is probably low.
Only a minority of welfare recipients will
be able to get off public assistance
through employment sooner than the
normal attrition rates.

For a family of four headed bY a

woman, she would need to earn $2.25 or
more an hour or over $300.00 per month
on a full-time basis to be removed from
the welfare rolls in 30 states. In only nine
states would a family head earning less

than $2.00 per hour earn enough to be

excluded from welfare. In some states
where the cost of living and the welfare
payments are much higher, a mother
would have to approach earnings of $3.00
per hour or more, or around $500.00 a

month. In 197 | the average earnings of
mothers on welfare did not approach
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$300.00 per month the aPproximate
national average poverty level of a tamily
of four - in any state, and less than four
percent earned income of this amount or
more.

Training for Welfare ReciPients

We are only graduallY beginning to
rcalue that it is not enough to design
programs which attempt to alter the
supply of labor by training, rehabilita-
tion, and education in order to assure
higher levels of income and living. The
structure of the occupational system, the
operation of labor markets. and the levels
of wages, all of which make uP the
demand side of labor market equations,
require appropriate and significant inter-
ven tion.

The evidence for evaluating the per-
formance of efforts to train welfare recip-
ients, particularly women. reflect this
fact. Experience in WIN fs ttttt encour-
ogtng to those who would expand such
programs as a part of welfare revision. A
total of 167,000 people had enrolled in
WIN through April 30, 1970, but more
than a third had dropPed out. Of the
89,000 still enrolled in the fall of 1970,,
nearly a third were in the intake, assess-

ment, orientation, or holding stages,
which generally involved waiting for
placement.

Estimates are that 25,000 had moved
on to work, with less than half of those
being able to move off of welfare; ap-
proxim ateLy 10,000 received pay ade-
quate to leave public assistance. Most of
those who found jobs were among the
early participants in the program when up
to 40 percent of employable fathers
receiving AFDC-UP enrolled who could
find work most easily and ProbablY
would have found jobs in time without
WIN. (AFDC-UP cases make uP onlY 5

percent of the AFDC population.)
Another consideration in the training

approach toward substituting work for
relief is the costs - the costs of training,
the costs of providing work inientives,
the costs of day care. and the costs of
creating employment or subsidizing em-
ployment during those times and in those
places where jobs are not available- The
likely costs of these efforts will substan-
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tially exceed any savings in welfare pay-
ments.

This picture can be seen bY taking
estimates of costs under the WIN program
and matching them with the charac-
teristics of the typical AFDC family. The
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare conservatively estimates the aver-
age cost of after-school and summer care
for school-age children at $400.00 per
year, and for full-day pre-schoolers at
$ I,600. The average AFDC family has
three children and if we assume the
mother has one child under six and one in
school still requiring some attention, the
annual cost of the child care arrange-
ments will be $2,000. Training under
WIN averages around $ L,250 per slot and
the recipient is allowed to retain $30.00
and one third of earnings. If the family
earned even $2,000, which studies suggest
only a third of emplclyable recipien ts

could do, thc welfare payments would be
reduced by only 5973.00.

Thus, for $3,250 in daY care and
training cost (not including any subsidies

for job creation, services, or work related
expenses such as transportatictn ), the re'
duction in welfare PaYments would
omount to /ess than $ 1,000. Further, the
low placement rates under WIN would
indicate that iobs ore not available and
that employers ore nctt seeking recipients
ds workers. This suggests that large scale
and costly public employment or publicly
supported private employment programs
would be required in addition.

In surveys of the emploYment and
actual earnings of WIN gladuates in 1969,
labor marke t factors clearly emerged and
it was found that twofifths were em-
ployed in low-paying occupations such as

clerical, sales, and service jobs. For ex-
ample, in New York the bipartisan Legis-
lative Commission on Expenditure Re-
view pointed out that most opportunities
offerecl to minority persons had been
limited to typist and attendant jobs- [n
commenting on the "almost totally inef-
fective" WIN program, the Commission
reported that of the 17,814 enrollees in
the first 2l months of the Program
tlrrough June 1970, only 17 percent were
placed in jobs, and only four percent
remained employed beyond six months.

Another survey showed that at the end
of 1969, female WIN graduates earned
substantially less than males and one-half
of the females earned less than $2.00 an

hour. As the small number of AFDC men
complete WIN and women comPrise a

larger proportion of the trainees, average

earnings, which were Put at $2-30 an

hour, can be expected to decline - These
trends also appear to make it unlikely
that WIN con function os a maior instnt'
ment for reducing the caseload in AFDC.

One of the conclusions that emerges
from a review of WIN and other man-
power programs is that in slack labor
markets there are increasing diffrculties
and rising costs to placing recipients in
iobs. The justification for this training
approach is difficult to make on the
giounds of a productive investment which
witt significantly reduce the costs of
welfare. The argument that training is a

one-shot investment in the long-term
work pattern to be established for
mothers when their children no longer
need care must be weighed against (l) the
uncertainty of jobs in the labor markets in
which most recipients work, (2) the fact,
as revealed in most studies, that women
work anyway when their children are old
enough, (3) the likelihood for many that
future child-bearing will interrupt work
experience, and (4) the low earnings that
most are likely to derive.

Work Registration and Check Pickup

An increasing number of states tre
consiclering adopting programs which re'
quire "employable" clients to register for
employment sentices and work os a condi-
tion of continued assistance. The require-
ment that clients pick up their check at
employment offices ls seen os a way of
enforcing the work provisions of these
progams and as a woy of dropping from
the payroll clients who do not comply
with the procedures.

The purposes of check PickuP and
registration programs are generally ( I ) to
move a significant number of recipients
into jobs that will lead to self-support' (2)
to place responsibility for pursuing this
end with employment offices' (3) to
insure that employable recipients are

available for work, and (4) to tealize a
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savings to the government through the
closing of cases of recipients who refuse
services or who fail to comply with any
of the components of the work programs
without good cause.

These kinds of provisions were enacted
in New York for those people on AFDC
and General Assistance (Home Relief)
and in Massachusetts for those on General
Assistance during 197l. The experiences
of these progrilms provide some impor-
tant insights into the problems of work
requirements. In Rochester, New York, it
was found that the new program was
"costly to administer" and the additional
administrative expenses outweighed the
savings due to case closings by almost two
to one. Further, the new regulations did
not result in "substantial numbers of
welfare recipients becoming self-
supporting. "s

In New York City it was found that
/ess than 4 percent of the recipients
required to participate in the new pro-
gram had failed to comply without good
cause and wbsequently had their coses
closed. This ftgure represented only a
minor swings to the welfare department.
However, the system of check pickup
involves substantial administrative costs
in the form of professional personnel
from the v,velfare offices and the employ-
ment offices who must review cases to
determine employability, must deliver the
checks, must deal with problems relating
to the ptckup of checks and entitlement
as well as those of employment and
provision of sentices, and must resolve
differences between the offices with
reference to each problem case.

In o study of the Massachusetts pro-
gram, the findings were even more strik-
ing. The findings on that program were
( l) that the new regulations caused a
great deal of human suffering and individ-
ual costs on the part of clients who were
unable to obtain their checks, (2) that the
administrative costs alone far exceeded
the payroll deduction due to the program,
(3) that only 1.4 percent of those report-
ing to the employment office found
employment, with most of these obtain-
ing the jobs on their own efforts and not
through the services of the program, and
(4) that over 80 percent of those who
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failed to comply with the regulations had
good cause and sustained undue suffering.

Another factor in the high cost and
hardship was the operational decision to
consider clients "employable" unless they
could be determined and verified as being
"unemployable." Where verification of
exemption status (similar to the kinds of
exemptions contained in the Welfare Re-
form measure currently in the Congress)
was not included in the case records, the
client was subject to mandatory referral
to the employment office to pick up the
check and register for work. While this
inflated the number who had to report
and increased the number who failed to
pick up their checks, it also created
additional costs to the welfare depart-
ment in resolving the increased number of
problems and incorrect classifications. It
overburdened the employment offices
with people who were not in fact employ-
able, resulting in higher costs for them,
and it resulted in many problems for
clients who had to rectify incorrect classi-
fications and unwarranted check cancella-
tions.6

The effects of work regulations in
these recent progroms suggest tlrat the
clients ore being hurt rather than helped,
that administration and efficient manoge-
ment ore hampered rather than pro
moted, that the government is probably
expending more than it is saving, and thot
the program tends to make welfare more
arbitrary in irs fieatment of clients and
more restrictive rather than more humane
and supportive. Work requirements ap
pear even more problematical when seen
in the context of high unemployment
rates and the low earning potential of the
client population. This does not con-
stitute reform or improvement from the
perspective of clients, management, or
the taxpaying public.

Why Work Requirements?

If work requirements do not tend to
serve the interest of clients, do not
necessarily save money, and do create
problems in administration for welfare
and employment personnel, why is this
approach to the problems of welfare
being given such widespread attention?
The answer to this question can be

partially found in the role that public
assistance has always played in the econ-
omy and the society.

Piven and Cloward argue that public
ossistance or "relief' seryes the economic
ond political order so that during periods
of mass unemployment and disorder wel-
fare is exponded and during periods of
stability the program ls contracted to
push recipients into the labor force. While
conceding that many poor people do
benefit from social welfare programs,
such as those covered by old age pensions
and unemployment insurance, most pre
grams serve to regulate the economic
behavior of the poor through the use of
stigma, through the manipulation of
benefit levels and entitlement, and
through the imposition of special restric-
tive regulations, work requirements being
one of the most common.T

Since the initial implementation of
nation-wide welfare programs, various
provisions of the AFDC program have
been designed to keep poor people in the
labor pool. The welfare system has gen-
erally excluded able-bodied men from
assistance without regard to the severity
of their destitution or the length of their
unemployment. Men, and in many states
women and children at certain times,
were kept in the labor pool to be avail-
able for low wage work. Even when the
Social Security Act was amended in 196l
to permit federal reimbursement for aid
to families with unemployed fathers
(AFDC-UP), less than half of the states
had incorporated this option by the end
of the decade. By 1967, with the passage
of the Work Incentive Program, work
requirements began to appear on a na-
tional scale with priorities set for those
categories of clients who it was felt
should be forced into the labor pool.

Such exclusions and work require-
ments serye a variety of economic pur-
poses. In the first place, they make alarge
number of persons available for low wage
and seasonal jobs. This pattern is most
readily seen in many southern states
which have had "employable" client laws
dating back to 1943. Secondly, even
when clients are not employed, their
availability enlarges the supply of workers
for low-skilled jobs. This seryes to depress
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the wages of those in low-skilled jobs due
to the large supply of workers for the
limited number of jobs. In this w?Y,
welfare serves to regulate the economic
situation of the working poor as well.
Finally, such regulations serve to enforce
a work ethic on people who generally
receive limited rewards from employment
and rnigfrt feel that they would have little
to gain by moving off public assistance.

The point ls that welfare, in the
context of exclusions and work require-
ments, fs an agent of the economY and,
particularly of certain employers who
need a low-skilled labor fnrce that can be
used directly to perform tasks or in-
directly to keep the cost of such labor
low. Further, welfare becomes a way of
subsidizing these low wage industries by
supplementing the inadequate wages and
insecure work arrangements of workers
through a relief mechanism. Finally, it
reinforces the stigma attached to being on
welfare in order ( I ) to discourage the

working poor from entering the welfare
system , (2) to divide the working poor
from the poor on welfare by labelling the
welfare poor as non-working employables
and as a cause of increasing tax burdens,
and (3) to convince the working poor
that low wage work will still be required
of them under either the work or assis-

tance option.
Politically, work requirements perform

the function of focusing public attention
and anger on what appear to be relief-
taking, non-contributing workers. The
geat majority of people who have no
economic stake in the role of welfare in
the economy are led by political actors to
support expensive and unworkable work
programs in the belief that the fiscal crisis
in government is largely caused by the
dependent poor through welfare. Welfure
is used as the scapegoat for governmental
ills; by concentrating public concern on
publtc assistance, attention is drawn orray
from the related problems of the inequit'

able structure of tax burdens and the
various activities of government which
subsidize and assls/ particular sectors in
the economy at the exPense of the
general public.

The rhetoric of welfare reform ob
scures the nature of the new work pre
grams for welfare clients. Instead of
leading toward a more progressive and
humane system, these regulations tend to
be repressive, expensive, and arbitrary.
Although more clients will be entitled to
higher levels of support under welfare
reform legislation, these policies still do
not deal with the problems of poverty,
unemployment, or inadequate wages.
While appearing to increase the income of
some, cunent welfare bills, through the
work requirements, may be depressing
the wages of others, partianMy the large
proportion of working women who are
already concentrated in lower wage occu-
pations.
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THE WELFARE CRISIS:
NO EXIT
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Institute and Department of Economics
Boston College

Between 1957 and 1967 the number
of AFDC recipients doubled. t Within the
following four years the number doubled
again. By April l97l over lO.2 million
individuals (including 2.8 million adults)
were receiving payments through AFDC.2
Excluding vendor payments for institu-
tional services and medical care, the
annual cost of AFDC rose from less than
$2 billion in 1967 to over $6 billion in
1971. In a recent one year period ending
in April l97l the number of recipients
grew by 27.9 percent while direct pay-
ments increased by more than a third.3
At this rate the number of recipients will
double again in /ess than three years and
outlays will double in two.

These are the striking statistics of the
"welfare crisis." They have prompted an
increasing number of federal and state
progrums directed at "encouraging" wel-
fare recipients to move from public aid to
self-support via employment. Lower
marginal tax rates on earnings supposedly
provide an incentive to work. Mandatory
work registration for so-called "employ-
able" recipients provides a more ominous
form of encouragement. Already all "em-
ployable" recipients in New York and
"employable" general relief recipients in
Massachusetts are required to retrieve
their checks at local employment offices
where they are registered as seeking work
or training. The recently enacted Tal-
madge Amendments will extend registra-
tion requirements to AFDC recipients
throughout the nation.a In addition,
various forms of the proposed Family
Assistance Plan include both work incen-
tives and mandatory work requirements.
The evidence clearly indicates that the

current thrust of government policy is to
check the rapid growth in welfare spend-
ing by funneling recipients into the labor
force.

But one is forced to ask the obvious
questions. WiU the iudicious use of incen-
tives and requirements be suffictent to
ra,erse the welfare trend? Will there be
adequately paid iobs for those who are
"encouraged" to look for work?

From those who are investigating the
structure of the Americon econorny, the
increasingly uniform answer to both ques-
tions ls "No. " An analysis of economic
trends indicates that the American econ-
omy appears less and less able to generate
the necessary jobs to counter the increase
in public assistance. In fact, it is more and
more apparent that the economic system
itself is actually responsible for generating
the welfare crisis. The crisis, it turns out,
is not an aberration of the economy but
rather the normal and natural outcome
when a complex economic system is
organized by private investment decisions
reinforced by public policy. Let us take a
closer look at what is happening.

The Dynamics of the American Economy

The key to the dynamics of the
American economy lies in what has been
called the law of uneven development.
Those who control capital resources in
the economy will tend over time to
reinvest in those things and those people
which promise the highest return on
investment. Conversely, investment will
tend to decline in segtnents of the econ-
omy where potential expected profit fs
relatively low. In the static theory of
normal economics, diminishing returns to
any single investment supposedly mili-
tates against a long run dichotomy be-
tween sectors of the economy or between
individuals or classes in society. Theo-
retically after some point, increased in-
vestment in one industry will tend to
become less and less profitable and capi-
tal holders will begin to shift their surylus
savings to other sectors of the economy.
Expanded investment dollars will shift
from the auto industry to the textile
industry, for instance, or from the educa-
tion of white middle-class youth to black
children in the ghetto
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In en L'ra of concentratc'd capital.,
htrwever. the simple dyrramics of profit
m;.1\irnization does not produce this re-
sult. Rather a "sec:tllar de terioration"
evolves between nations, between indus-
tries, and between social classes. There is
ott inherent tendency in our economy
toward a dichotomtzation between the
haves and the have-nots.

This occurs for two reasons. First,
investment in a dynamic economy tends
not only to increase the capital-intensity
of the product or factor of production in
question, but also changes the quality of
the factor so as to make further invest-
ments profitable. Capital investment in a
given product, for example, often in-
creases the market value of the product
thereby signaling the profitability of re-
newed investment. Higher past profits are
also used for research and development
which further expands the market for
these goods. Profits also allow expanded
advertising which reinforces this
tendency. On the other hand, new capi-
tal, products, or people which originally
fail to meet the test of the market seldom
receive additional investment and conse-
quently are doomed to "deterioration."
Some industries die a slow death; others
linger on perennially paying low wages
and producing minimal profits. For peo-
ple. the result is life-time poverty. A lack
of funds for research and development
and advertising due to a lack of profits
operates to the relative disadvantage of
these segments of the economy.

The second reason for a dichotomiza-
tion within society derives from the
potential redistributive effect of any
given private investment. While it may be
true that continued investment runs into
diminishing marginal returns, owners of
private capital will tend to link profitabil-
ity and distribution criteria in reinvest-
ment decisions. Private investors will tend
tend to reinvest their capital in areas
which promise the highest relative return
only if such investment does not tend to
alter the long run income distribution in
such a way as to reduce their own relative
standing. Owners of capital have both a
psychological and political stake in an
unequal distribution of income artd cott-
sequently often meosure their ilrccess not
b1, the absolute antouttt of their acc:unut'
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lation, but by the relative surplus they
accuntulate compared with others. Private
individuals will thus tend to invest in
their "own" interests rather than con-
tribute to the economic viability of com-
peting individuals or groups. The out-
come is uneven development where the .

rich become richer and the poor become
relatively more impoverished, even
though the absolute average income levels
of all families may be increasing.

The tendency toward uneven develop
ment can be seen clearly in the develop
ment of industries in the United States.
In tracing wage histories since World War
ll, one finds that the wage gap between
"high-w age' ' and "low-wage" industries
has increased secularly. In 1947 the set of
industries with the lowest wages paid
straight-time hourly rates which averaged
75 percent of thc ave rage wages prevailing
in the highest wage industries in the
nation. Regardlcss of slight cyclical varia-
tion in wage increases during the ensuing
period, the wage ratio between these two
sets of industries f'ell to 60 percent by
D66.s

The relative expansion of an extensive
working poor population has been the
result. In 1968 over l0 million workers -
one in llve private, non-supervisory
employees earned less than $ 1.60 an
hour in the United States.6 The working
poor, including those who work part and
full-time, make up well over half the
poor in the nation according to Depart-
ment of Commerce tigures. T Naturally
they are concentrated in those industries
which have been disadvantaged in caP
ital-intensity, profits, and wage levels.

Uneven development, however, is not
restricted to industrial dichotomization
alone . The same Pattern of secular
deterioration is clearly evident in the
investment decisiorts regarding the school-
irtg, training, and health of the nation.
Reinvestment is normally undertaken in
those children in whom already sig-

nificant investments have been made.
Socialization ilt the home is obviously
biased in f avor of the wealthy who can
aftord educational playthings, home
libraries, and summer vacations for their
children. The unequal distribution of
educational resources in the ltome be-
comes mirrored in the school system

primarily because of continuing defacto
segregated housing (by class and race)
combined with the local nature of school
finance. Numerous studies have proven
the degree to which educational invest-
ment is dichotomized between city and
suburb, between white schools and black,
and between vocational and college
preparatory tracks. Beyond high school,
the dichotomization continues as college
and university resources are distributed
overwhelmingly on the basis of social
class and race. In this way the socializa-
tion process is structured so that, in the
main, it perpetuates social class divisions
from one-generation to the next.E

From pre-school to college, the chil-
dren of the wealthy tend to continue
receiving new investment while the chil-
dren of the poor tend to be pushed out of
the education stream at an early point in
their lives. At birth the rich and poor
begin with nearly equal abilities, but with
time the educational reinvestment process
ossures uneven development and unequal
opportunity between the two. The more
wealthy generally pass on to their chil-
dren the means by which their higher
status can be maintained, while most of
the children of the poor are left with
little recourse but a future on welfare.

Private investment decisions and un-
equal human capital "investrnent" thus
tend to produce a dual economy both in
the structure of industries and in the
structure of the labor force. The eco-
nomic system itself is responsible for the
paradox of poverty amid affluence. Over
time, there tends to be relatively /ess

invested in the low-wage sector industries
and /ess in the poor. The result will be the
perpetuatictn of the lowwage sector and a
concomitant expansion in the number of
individuals who cannot adequately com'
pete in the high-wage industries. Racism
and sexism inevitably exacerbate this
situation and in large meosure determine
who will bear the brunt of uneven
development. Without access to the high-
wage sector. an increasing number of
families, <lften with female heads, must
turn to welfare to supplement inadequate
earnings. For those who have been de-
prived of essential "human capitol," there
are fewer and fewer jobs available at any
wage level.
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The Role of Government

In a number of ways the government
reinforces the tendency toward uneven
development in the private sector. The
distribution of effective corporate income
taxes (structured through depreciation
and depletion allowances, investment tax
credits, and specific industry loopholes),
benefits the more concentrated and
powerful industries to the detriment of
others. Government spending now
amounting to nearly one-third of total
expenditures (GNP) in the United States
is also sharply skewed to benefit a small
set of industries, mostly in the defense
sector. As with unequal tac treatment,
unequal expenditure between industries
reinforces the secular deterioration
through a dichotomization of copitol-
intensity, profits, and finally wages. The
government is also using an increasing
amount of subsidization in such a way as

to further contribute to the natural trend
in the private economy. Finally, through
the public education system and the
"grants economy" the government has
long contributed to the uneven develop
rnent of "human capital" and the
dichotomization of social classes. Thus
the government is partially responsible
for the rate at which the dual economy
has developed.

The trend toward greater disparity
between industries and between in-
dividuals would necessarily continue over
tirne under the present economic system
if it were not for the fact that such a
trend is considered politically untenable.
The political implications of ever greater
income disparity are well-known and gen-
erally appreciated. The government there-
fore must make an attempt to offset the
powerful forces tending toward di-
chotomization of the economy.

Throughout the 1960's the federal
government attempted to forestall the
effects of uneven development through a

massive expansion of manpower programs
and services to the poor. Between 196l
and 1970 the total federal outlay on
manpower and human resource develoy
ment programs grew from $'184 milliott
to over $2.6 billion ayear.e Annual total
federal aid to the poor through income
security programs, conxmodity and ser-
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vice programs (inc:luding housing, health,
food, and compensatory basic education),
manpower policy, ancl economic and
community development grew nearly
three-fold in this perictd from $9.7 billion
to $27.8 billion. In addition, equal em-
ployment opportunity legislation was ex-
panded and strengthened and the national
minimum wage was increased and ex-
tended to previously uncovered em-
ployees. Most importan t, however, wel-
fare was expanded at an unprecedented
pace. The total amount clf aid going to
the poor during the 1960's has been
estimated at $250 billion. r o

Yet the impact of these reforms has
been marginal. Even with this massive
outlay of anti-poverty funds, the govern-
ment has at best been successful only in
counterbalancing or stopping the exten-
sion of the inheren t tendency toward
uneven development and a more unequal
distribution of income. There has been no
tendency to reverse the process of secular
deterioration among industries and in-
dividuals. Very much like characters in
Alice in Wonderland, the government
must run even faster against the tide of
uneven development in order to leave the
poor no worse off than they were before.

This can be seen in official income
statistics which indicate that the distribu-
ticln of after tax and transfer income has
remained approximately constant, at least
since World War II and possibly since the
turn of the century. The poorest one-fifth
of all families perennially receive approxi-
mately five percent of total family in-
come after account is taken of taxes and
welfare. The richest fifth are left with
something more than forty percent year
after year while the wealthiest five per-
cent have normally received between l4
and l7 percent of total after-tax and
transfer income"l I At the same time that
the income shares have remained con-
stant, the incctme gap between rich and
poor has nearly doubled since 1947 .

According to a recent report commis-
sioned by the Joint Econornic Committee
of Congress, "The gulf between the rich-
est 20 percent of families and the poorest
20 percent widened to $ 19,07 I in 1969
from $ 10,565 in 1947 when measured in
constant 1969 dollar terms."l 2

Other data present a similar picture.

The ratio of black to white incomes in
the United States increased from 54
percent to only 6l percent during the
period in which pclverty programs ex-
panded rapidly.l 3 Furtherrnore, during
the 1960's the number of persons defined
as poor declined steadily, but in 1970 the
trend reversed itself as the number rose
by over 1.2 million to 25.5 million. r a

Finally the actual gains from manpower
programs have been small. For those who
completed training under the Manpower
Development and Training Act (MDTA)
during the middle 1960's. only three out
of five advanced in pay and the increased
earnings were usually negligible. Accord-
ing to the largest study of MDTA, involv-
ing over 100,000 institutional training
graduates, the average wage for males
after training was only $2.06 per hour,27
percent higher than the average pretrain-
ing wage rate. For females the post-
training wage was boosted to $1.53, less
than 2O percent above pretraining aYerage
earnings.l t

Clearly present government policies to
reverse uneven development have for the
most part failed. Yet of all the reforms
during the 1960's, only welfare was im-
portant in partially offsetting the effect
of uneven development. Only by directly
transfening income to those who ended
up at the bottom of the dual economy
was the government able to keep the
income distribution from going further
against the poor.

Reaction to the Federal Failure
In general there have been two distinct

reactions to the "failure" of past social
legislation. Conservatives lwve reacted by
blaming the victim. They have argued
that no legislation could ever help the
poor because of the biological or environ-
mental inferiority of the disadvantaged.
Jensen and Herrnstein have raised the
spectre of genetic inferiority while Barl-'
field has claimed that the poor have
developed an environment which they
actually prefer. r 6 Only by allowing the
poor to literally "die off"' can poverty be
eliminated according to these analyses.
Sterilization and early institutionalization
of poor children have actually been sug-
gested as policies for dealing with
poverty.
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Liberals have reacted b1t arguing that
early programs failed because they were
underfunded rather than ill-conceived.
They claim that larger manpower pro-
grams and more encompassing welfare
policies are needed to deal with the
problems of the poor. Negative income
taxes and other family assistance schemes
are suggested as the proper policy for
dealing with the unequal distribution of
income. Thus, while the conservative re-
action offers inhumane policies based on
unsupported generalizations, the liberal
solution will only exacerbate the "welfare
crisis" by continuing the upward trend in
welfare costs.

The only way out of the crtsrs l's to
confront the problem of uneven develop'
ment directly. In the short ntn this
requires that the federal government re'
direct frs investment priorities so as to
offset the tendency toward uneven
development in the private sector. At a
minimum this requires a redirection of
federal outlays from defense indusnies
into public investment in education,
health, and housing. The tac structure
needs reworking so os to burden in'
dividual industries more equally. If gov-
ernment is to subsidize directly special
sectors of the private economy, such
subsidization should be directed toward
industries and regions which have been
systematically denied enough resources in
the past.

But in the long ntn, a permatrcftt
welfare cnsts can only be avoided by
removing the fundamental cause of un'
even darclopment private investment
decisions. Ultimately large-scale invest-
ment decisions will lnve to be planned
more with the public interest in mind.
The distributional effect of investments
need attention as well as the profitability
of investment . More investment will have
to be publicly controlled while /ess will
be left in private hands. Only in this way
can a society order its production process
so as to avoid dichotomization of the
economy and a mounting welfare payroll.

Such a transformation irt the funda'
mental structure of the American
economy is not likely to be forthcoming
in the immediate future. Those who
control a disproportionate share of ect>
nomic and political power will not permit
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it. For the years to come, then, the result
rs inevitable. Without the creation of
literally millions of new well-paid iobs for
the potential welfare recipient, even the
most iudtcious use of incentives and work
requirements will fail to offset the rising
welfare tide. Even if the current recession
becomes past history and the economy
moves into an era of growth, the process
of uneven development will leave millions
inadequately prepared for an equally in-
adequate supply of good jobs. These mil-
lions will turn to public assistance to keep
their families fed, housed, and clothed.
The welfare crisis will thus continue
unabated, doubling the cost of public
assistance every few years. Short of fun-
damental change in the structure of the
economy, there ls no exit. This has
become the American waY.
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